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Bloom’s 
Taxonomy Grid 

Topic: Hola! 
Knowing Understanding Applying Analysing Creating Evaluating 

Verbal 

I enjoy reading, 

writing and 

speaking 

Find out about 

popular holiday 

destinations in Spain. 

Compare Spanish 

weather to English 

weather. 

Complete a fact page 

about your favourite 

Spanish footballer. 

Create an information page about 

Barcelona or Madrid. 

Design a Spanish menu. Recommend a place to visit in 

Spain and give reasons why. 

Mathematical 

I enjoy working 

with numbers and 

sequences 

Find out how far it is 

from London to 

Madrid. 

Draw a graph to compare 

the temperature in 

Spain and England each 

month. 

Calculate the cost for 

your family to go on 

holiday to Spain, all-

inclusive for two 

weeks during the 

summer holidays. 

Investigate which city is the most 

populated in Spain. 

 

Create a 3D model of chosen 

tapas dishes. 

Rank the highest paid Spanish 

footballers in order from 

highest to lowest. 

Visual/Spatial 

I enjoy painting 

and drawing 

Create a mood board 

of Pablo Picasso’s 

work. 

 

Create a comic strip of 

Spanish football match. 

Design your own ideal 

Spanish holiday hotel. 

(be as creative as you 

wish) 

Create a Spanish meal and get your 

family to score it out of 10 like come 

dine with me. (see if other members of 

the family will do this too) 

Create a Spanish beach 

scene picture. 

Who is your favourite Spanish 

artist? And why? 

Kinaesthetic 

I enjoy doing 

hands on activities, 

sports and dance 

Learn a salsa dance 

routine. Use 

YouTube to help you 

Make a set of Top 

trumps cards for any 

chosen Spanish football 

team. 

Make a model of a 

Spanish holiday hotel. 

Watch some Spanish Xfactor clips on 

YouTube and chose your favourite and 

explain why. 

Make a video of you 

Flamenco dancing alone or in 

a group. 

Teach someone how to 

flamenco dance and give them 

feedback. 

Musical 

I enjoy making and 

listening to music 

Research any famous 

Spanish musicians. 

Learn the Spanish 

version of the song “it’s 

a small world” use 

YouTube to help you. 

Make up a tune to 

play on the Castanets. 

Listen to some Spanish music and 

select your favourite piece. 

Compose and record your 

own football chant for a 

Spanish team. 

Find out about a famous 

Spanish musician. Tell someone 

about them. 

Interpersonal 

I enjoy working 

with others 

Find out as many 

Spanish festivals as 

you can. 

Find out about Bull 

fighting and discuss your 

and your families’ views 

on it. 

Follow a recipe to 

make paella. 

Find out what important places the 

‘Sight-seeing’ Barcelona Bus tour goes 

to. 

Complete a holiday itinerary 

for a holiday in Spain. 

Include places you would 

visit. 

Where would you and your 

family rather go on holiday? 

Spain or England? And why? 

Intrapersonal 

I enjoy working by 

myself 

Draw a map of Spain 

and show where the 

main cities are. 

Write a newspaper 

article about the 2010 

world cup final. 

Make a collage of 

your favourite 

Spanish holiday 

destinations. 

Create a leaflet about Camp Nou, 

Barcelona. 

 

Make a pocket dictionary for 

and an English person 

travelling to Spain. Include 

phrases they would need 

most. 

If you could train with any 

Spanish footballer, who would 

you chose? And why? 

 

Development of higher order skills 
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